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Note by the Secretariat**

1. The Secretariat has the honour to transmit to the General Assembly, in accordance with Human Rights Council resolution 47/21, the report of the International Independent Expert Mechanism to Advance Racial Justice and Equality in Law Enforcement. The report is contained in document A/HRC/54/69, to be submitted to the Council at its fifty-fourth session.

2. In that report, its second, the Expert Mechanism describes its activities for the period and focuses on “reimagining policing”, relying on paragraph 11 (f) of resolution 47/21, to explore ways to close trust deficits, strengthen institutional oversight, adopt alternative and complementary methods to policing and the use of force and encourage stocktaking of lessons learned. The Expert Mechanism proposes recommendations in that regard.

** The present document was submitted for processing after the deadline owing to circumstances beyond the control of the submitting office.
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